ABSTRACT Motivation: Protein sequence classification is becoming an increasingly important means of organizing the voluminous data produced by large-scale genome sequencing projects. At present, there are several independent classification methods. To aid the general classification effort, we have created a unified protein family resource, MetaFam. MetaFam is a protein family classification built upon 10 publicly-accessible protein family databases (Blocks+, DOMO, Pfam, PIR-ALN, PRINTS, PROSITE, ProDom, PROTOMAP, SBASE, and SYSTERS). MetaFam's family 'supersets', as we call them, are created automatically using set-theory to compare families among the databases. Families of one database are matched to those in another when the intersection of their members exceeds all other possible family pairings between the two databases. Pairwise family matches are drawn together transitively to create a new list of protein family supersets. Results: MetaFam family supersets have several useful features: (1) each superset contains more members than the families from which it is composed, because each of the component family databases only works with a subset of our full non-redundant set of proteins; (2) conflicting assignments can be pinpointed quickly, since our analysis identifies individual members that are in conflict with the majority consensus; (3) family descriptions that are absent from automated databases can frequently be assigned; (4) statistics have been computed comparing domain boundaries, family size distributions, and overall quality of MetaFam supersets; (5) the supersets have been loaded into a relational database to allow for complex queries and visualization of the connections among families in a superset and the consensus of individual domain members; and (6) the quality of individual supersets has been assessed using numerous quantitative measures such as family consistency, connectedness, and size. We anticipate this new resource will be particularly useful to genomic database curators. * To whom correspondence should be addressed. 
INTRODUCTION
As whole-genome sequencing projects proliferate, unprecedented volumes of protein-coding sequences are being deposited into the World's primary sequence databases. In the last decade, numerous groups have devised methods of protein sequence classification to limit the increasing number of unannotated sequences (Attwood et al., 2000; Barker et al., 2000; Bateman et al., 2000; Corpet et al., 2000; Gracy and Argos, 1998a,b; Henikoff et al., 2000; Hofmann et al., 1999; Krause et al., 2000; Murvai et al., 2000; Schultz et al., 2000; Srinivasarao et al., 1999a; Yona et al., 2000) . These secondary sequence databases provide a rich family context for related gene products. As we approach the time when all natural superfamilies are known (Wang, 1998) , similarity to members of these well-annotated and categorized families becomes increasingly useful as a means of inferring the function of unknown proteins. The challenge remains to collect a unified set of protein families that represents the current state-of-the-art in protein family classification.
Current protein sequence classification methods have recently been reviewed (Hofmann, 1998) , and are summarized in a table at http://metafam.ahc.umn.edu/mf2.0/ famDb.html. Often the basis of a family description is a multiple sequence alignment. Once a few similar members are identified, an alignment is produced, either manually or starting with automated algorithms (Thompson et al., c Oxford University Press 2001 . Features of this basic alignment can then be abstracted into a family description.
At the simplest level, a pattern of highly conserved residues (presumably identifying an active site or other important structural feature) is represented as a regular expression which characterizes the family. This is the method used by the carefully-curated PROSITE family database (Hofmann et al., 1999) . In a more general approach, ungapped blocks of conserved regions may be extracted, and a set of position specific scoring matrices (PSSM) (Henikoff and Henikoff, 1997; ParrySmith and Attwood, 1992 ) is created to represent them. The well-annotated collections, Blocks (Henikoff et al., 2000) and PRINTS (Attwood et al., 2000) , employ this methodology. (Note, the matrix entries in the former source are weighted by amino acid substitution matrices (Dayhoff et al., 1978; Henikoff and Henikoff, 1992) , whereas PRINTS uses unweighted frequency tables.) Going one step further, a profile (Gribskov et al., 1987) is developed for every position in the multiple alignment that assigns a score for each possible amino acid in that position (along with specific gap penalties assigned for insertions at each position). A subset of PROSITE families are derived in this manner. These profiles may be generalized to assign statistical weights, rather than scores, to each position in the profile, reflecting the probability of finding any of the 20 amino acids, an insertion, or a deletion. Such a generalized profile has a long history in other fields, and is called a Hidden Markov Model (HMM). After this method was first introduced to the field (Krogh et al., 1994) , it's popularity quickly grew. The Pfam database (Bateman et al., 2000) was created using this method, and has quickly catapulted to the forefront among curated classifications. An initially specialized, but expanding, database of domains, SMART (Schultz et al., 2000) , also uses HMMs to discover new members.
Several other broad family collections use some form of global sequence comparison algorithm to assign family membership. PIR-ALN defines three separate classifications (Srinivasarao et al., 1999a) , each of which are carefully curated: one clusters discrete functional subregions, or domains (denoted in this work as PIR-D); one groups sequences that are at least 50% identical into families (PIR-F); and one collects together related families into superfamilies (PIR-S). SBASE (Murvai et al., 2000) also has a team of specialists combing through sequence similarity reports, literature references, and the output of fuzzy clustering algorithms to make their assignments. Finally, four groups have devised completely automated algorithms that use sequence similarity to cluster proteins: DOMO (Gracy and Argos, 1998a,b) , ProDom , PROTOMAP (Yona et al., 2000) , and SYS-TERS (Krause et al., 2000) were created in this manner.
In contrast with the other methods, the sequences classified by these databases are not scrutinized by experts. This provides speed and comprehensiveness, potentially at the expense of assignment accuracy.
Proteins have a modular architecture in which discrete functional subunits, called domains, have been swapped and duplicated over the course of evolution. In this manner, novel functions can be coupled in diverse ways to provide needed functionality efficiently. This poses a problem for classification: does one classify whole sequences, or individual domains? PIR-ALN has chosen to provide separate classifications for each objective; all of the others except PROTOMAP and SYSTERS delineate domains prior to clustering. In theory, the hierarchical procedure used by PROTOMAP is able to partition sequences at both levels, depending on how far one traverses down the subclusters.
InterPro unifies and links four of the databases mentioned above. While this is extremely useful (particularly since each of the unified families are examined by experts), it is a highly labor-intensive endeavor, and leaves out several important curated family sources (e.g. Blocks+, PIR-ALN, and SBASE). Other laudable efforts, too, have been developed to unite two or more of these databases (Henikoff et al., 1999; Huang et al., 2000) . Each of these unified databases have been limited in scope to only a few family databases; and the tools for navigating the complex interrelationships between classifications have been somewhat restrictive. This has motivated our creation of a complementary source of protein family relationships, MetaFam. MetaFam provides a comprehensive collection of 10 of the family classifications described above (Attwood et al., 2000; Barker et al., 2000; Bateman et al., 2000; Corpet et al., 2000; Gracy and Argos, 1998a,b; Henikoff et al., 2000; Hofmann et al., 1999; Krause et al., 2000; Murvai et al., 2000; Srinivasarao et al., 1999a; Yona et al., 2000) , placed in a relational database with an extensive visual interface. MetaFam draws together related families into comprehensive family sets that we call 'supersets' using a completely automated algorithm. Hence MetaFam can be quickly expanded to include new family classificatons.
METHODS
Whenever any of the constituent family databases (or any of the underlying primary sequence databases) has a new release, a new set of supersets can be created. The three main steps are exemplified in Figure 1 and described below. Additionally, the construction of reference domains is also described in this section.
Creation of MetaFam supersets
Step 1: translation into a common non-redundant protein set. Since each of the family databases obtains Step 1: individual family members must first be translated into a non-redundant set of keys. Selected families from the three family databases are shown, which contain all occurrences of the seven proteins (marked P1 through P7 for the purpose of this example only). The first two columns in each family table show the original source database and accession numbers, as listed by the family databases. Also, where applicable, the start and end amino acids for domain assignments are indicated in parentheses. To the right of each arrow, we indicate the key to which each sequence was translated (via our non-redundant cross reference list obtained from exact sequence comparison). A reference domain number is assigned in parentheses to distinguish sequence regions that either correspond or do not. (b) Step 2: families between databases are pairwise compared for membership intersection. For a given family of one database, the bestmatched correspondence with another family database includes the family having the highest percentage of intersecting members. Note that comparisons involving databases that classify sequences (e.g. PIR-S), as opposed to domains, are checked only for matching non-redundant keys. Otherwise, domain boundary comparisons are also made. Since DOMO and Pfam both classify domains, there is no intersection between DOMO DM04801 and Pfam PF01184, even though they have some sequences in common. (c)
Step 3: pairwise best-matched (or 'two-way') correspondences are drawn together into supersets by transitive closure.
sequences from different sources (e.g. PIR-S classifies sequences from PIR; Barker et al., 2000) , whereas Pfam uses SWISS-PROT and TrEMBL ), the first step is to pool all classified sequences into a non-redundant set. We collect the most recent release from SWISS-PROT , PIR (Barker et al., 2000) , NRL3D (Barker et al., 2000) , TrEMBL , and GenPept (Benson et al., 2000) , in that order of precedence. The program nrdb (http://blast.wustl.edu/pub/nrdb/) is applied to all sequences to identify exact duplicates, and a single non-redundant sequence key is assigned to each set of duplicates. Although the assigned keys are arbitrary, we find it convenient to use a three-letter code for the database with the highest precedence among the duplicates, followed by the sequence identifier (e.g. Figure 1a) . Each of the family database classifications is then parsed, and the members are translated into our non-redundant set of keys. In Figure 1a , prior to translation the families from PIR-S and Pfam appear to have no intersecting members. We find after translation that the family from PIR-S is a proper subset of the one from Pfam. On occasion, an accession number listed in a family cannot be found among the primary accessions in the current sequence database. This often occurs when the family database is out-of-date. We are able to trace back these sequences through the historical accession lists provided by SWISS-PROT and PIR. There exists a possibility that a sequence has changed in the interim. This happens in a very small percentage of cases. For example, in the current release of DOMO (Rel. 2), the family DM02218 contains separate entries for the PIR sequence accessions A01817 and I55231. In Rel. 63 of PIR, these two sequences have been merged into the single entry QLECA, with I55231 listed as the primary accession, and A01817 listed among the historical accession numbers. In this instance, the family in MetaFam would contain only one of the two entries (I55231).
SWP : FU34 YEAST in
Step 2: pairwise family database comparisons. In this step, we assign a pairwise correspondence measure for each pair of families between two databases. In doing so, we must be careful not to assign a poor correspondence merely because one of the two databases has attempted to classify a smaller set of proteins. For example, in Figure 1 , Pfam PF01184 has two sequences not classified at all by PIR-S (PIR : T38957 and SWP : GPR1 YARLI). In the set of sequences that both databases attempted to classify, PIR-S 3353.5 and Pfam PF01184 agree exactly. Keeping this detail in mind, we compute correspondences as follows.
For each pair of family databases (e.g. A = PIR-S and B = DOMO), we consider (for just this step) only sequences common to both family databases (i.e. proteins p where p ∈ A ∩ B). We determine which family or group of families within B best matches each family of A. Specifically, the pair of families which maximizes the percentage of intersecting members is chosen. This is done as follows. For each family A n ∈ A, select B m so that B m maximizes
where the family sets considered in this operation are the more restricted ones A n = A n ∩ B and B m = B m ∩ A. A few details are worth mentioning: (1) in Figure 1b , notice that the comparisons between families of PIR-S and DOMO exclude the members SWP : GPR1 YARLI and SWP : Y215 METTH (unclassified by PIR-S and DOMO, respectively); (2) when we speak of members in this comparison, we are referring to a sequence if either of the databases A or B classifies only sequences; otherwise, an actual domain is implied-see comparisons of the two domain classifiers Pfam and DOMO in Figure 1b versus those involving PIR-S; (3) for domain member comparisons, one-to-many match-ups are given a single count in the intersection (numerator) of equation (1) (to avoid excessive bias in the intersection counts).
If the best match in all of B to A n is B m , and vice versa, then we call this a two-way correspondence (e.g. PIR-S 3353.5 ↔ DOMO DM03079). There are often many instances where other families within B may identify A n as it's best match (e.g. DOMO DM04801 → PIR-S 3353.5); but there will often be only one two-way correspondence (or a few, in the case of a tie).
Membership comparison is complicated when the members are domains rather than full sequences. A domain-equivalence operator must be defined. For two domains (beg 1 , end 1 ) and (beg 2 , end 2 ) on the same sequence, two candidate operations for comparing domain boundaries are overlap (ovl) and coverage (cov), where (Gracy and Argos, 1998b) :
These functions return 1 in the case of perfect overlap (or coverage), and 0 in the case where the domains are fully distinct. For example, in Figure 1a , a comparison of the domains on SWP : FU34 YEAST defined by (1) DOMO DM03079 and (2) Pfam PF01184, respectively, yields an overlap value of 0.94 and coverage values of cov(1|2) = 0.99 and cov(2|1) = 0.95. When one family database subdivides sequences into smaller fragments than another, ovl is problematic. It cannot discriminate a poor size match-up from a true non-overlapping match-up. cov has the problem of being asymmetric. A symmetric version of coverage is thus desired. We define a max-coverage (maxCov) operator as:
Pairwise domain matches whose max-coverage value exceed a chosen cutoff are considered equivalent. A cutoff of 0.48 was chosen based upon an observed minimum in distributions of maxCov values between automated and curated databases such as Pfam (see Figure 2 ). The observed minimum is expected on the following grounds: since Pfam only assigns domain boundaries for well-documented families, only certain regions of each sequence are represented in that database. ProDom and DOMO, on the other hand, assign domain regions to the entire length of the sequence. In the majority of cases, true corresponding domains (one from Pfam and one from an automated database) will overlap significantly, yielding high maxCov values. However, in a small subset of cases, an intervening sequence segment from ProDom or DOMO that doesn't have a counterpart with Pfam will overlap a neighboring domain by a small amount. This scenario would produce a plot exactly as in Figure 2 , with the small lower distribution representing unrelated domains, and the large upper distribution corresponding to related domains. As further verification for this explanation, maxCov distribution plots for all of the curated databases (e.g. PRINTS, PIR-D, Blocks+, SBASE) against Pfam are unimodal (see http: //metafam.ahc.umn.edu/mf2.0/stats.html#domBounds). Like Pfam, these databases only assign domains for well-studied families, leaving the remaining regions of sequence unassigned. Hence, no low-end distribution representing unrelated domains is expected. Associated domains (those which tend to appear together) can be identified by comparing the results of the family comparison algorithm with and without explicit domain comparison. If a strong correspondence exists between two families at the sequence level, but disappears when domains are compared, those two families can be assumed to be highly associated.
Although SBASE, PROTOMAP, and PRINTS include sub-cluster information, we currently include only their broadest cluster sets in the procedure. We are currently investigating methods to include this additional information in the analysis.
Step 3: creating supersets. Once all two-way correspondences are identified, they are clustered into discrete supersets by transitive closure. In Figure 1b , two-way correspondences exist between Pfam PF01184 and DOMO DM03079, Pfam PF01184 and PIR-S 3353.5, and DOMO DM03079 and PIR-S 3353.5. (Recall that the correspondence between PIR-S 33353.5 and DOMO DM04801 is a one-way correspondence.) Our algorithm groups together all three families involved in two-way correspondences into a single superset, as in Figure 1c . Note that all three families would have been grouped together even if the third two-way correspondence were not present. To prevent many distinct, but associated, supersets from being drawn together, the strict transitive criterion is not enforced for families that classify whole sequences (rather than domains). This means that, had PIR-S 3353.5 been involved in a two-way correspondence with a family from another database (e.g. from SBASE), that family from SBASE would not be drawn into the superset (provided that none of the other two families had a two-way correspondence with that SBASE family). In this hypothetical situation, a separate superset would be created that contains PIR-S 3353.5 and the SBASE family. Thus, families from databases that classify sequences may appear in multiple supersets.
This procedure leaves out one-way correspondences (usually associated families) from the main superset. This has the advantage that the supersets then contain only true family correspondences (and hence are easier to visually compare). It has the disadvantage that the user may be unaware of associated families that have been separated into distinct supersets.
Once a superset is defined, the domain members of the superset are then considered to be the union of all members of the constituent families (hence the name 'superset'). In the example of Figure 1c , all seven protein domains are included in the final superset. This procedure may pull in members which don't belong (e.g. those incorrectly assigned by an automated database). We wish for these incorrect assignments to be evident for the curator to observe, but note their questionable status with semi-quantitative consistency measures outlined in the Section Assessing the quality of individual supersets. Descriptions for supersets are obtained from the constituent families using rules defined in the accompanying paper (Shoop et al., 2001 ).
Creation of reference domains
For certain applications, it is useful to define, for each protein sequence, a set of reference domains. These reference entities characterize a region of the sequence, and make it easy to identify whether or not a family database has defined a domain in that region. Reference domains are determined independently from the family supersets discussed in the section above. Nonetheless, reference domains are computed using an algorithm logically similar to the creation of supersets (see Figure 3) . Domains defined on a sequence from one family database are collected, regardless of which family they are assigned to (Figure 3a) . These domains are then pairwise compared, using the max-coverage operator, to the domains defined on that sequence by another database (Figure 3b) † . Tran- † For reference domains, we do not attempt to find 'best-matched' domains, discarding one-way correspondences, as we did with supersets. That procedure was used for supersets to prevent numerous partial associations from collecting into huge clusters-a problem that didn't occur with domain associations. Thus in Figure 3b multiple domains from ProDom are matched to single domains from Pfam (despite having unequal maxCov scores). sitive closure is then applied to these pairwise matches (Figure 3c) . Reference domains are then defined to span the stretch from the lowest sequence position of any domain in a cluster to the highest sequence position present. A simple operation then exists to determine which reference domain, R, corresponds to any given domain, D : cov(D|R) = 1. Note that reference domains can overlap. Also, reference domains should not be confused with a consensus domain, since no judgment on the quality of the boundaries is made; reference domains are merely used for convenience. We have chosen this method to define reference domains (instead of, for example, mean or modal boundaries) because we desire the reference domains to span the full domain. Frequently, one or two databases subdivides true domains (typically, the automated databases). In these cases, the other methods would lead to significant overcounts in the number of 'members' later tallied in a superset, rendering many of our statistics meaningless. We must note, however, that our procedure yields some reference domains that inaccurately cover multiple domains, merely because a single database has not split them. We have developed an algorithm to detect these fused reference domains and are currently working on algorithms to break them up. Fewer than 10% of sequences are affected by this problem. Database implementation and exploration of supersets A detailed, general schema has been designed to store all relevant family and sequence information in a relational database. We have developed an intuitive visualization tool to access virtually any subset of the data, and to allow the user to concurrently view all related entities. The schema, and examples of the queries needed to perform complex inquiries about the data, are described in the accompanying paper (Shoop et al., 2001) .
Assessing the quality of individual supersets
Overall, there is a large degree of consistency among the family databases. MetaFam does a good job of identifying which supersets are most consistent, and which are not. We wish to demonstrate these observations using some quantitative measures that describe the supersets themselves. These measures include overall breadth, comprehensiveness, connectivity, domain/sequence consistency, family consistency, and domain and family counts. For all measures, we will refer to the hypothetical example in Figure 4 .
Breadth. The degree to which a family database correctly identifies all of the members of a superset varies. Some databases (e.g. PROSITE) were constructed from small subsets of the total non-redundant set of proteins (SWISS-PROT, for this example). Others simply aim to define smaller, more specific sets than the norm (e.g. PIR-ALNs family grouping). Finally, some were once quite complete, but haven't been updated in a while (e.g. DOMO). We define the breadth of a family database as the fraction of non-conflicting domain members (i.e. members having a non-negative net score; see section below on domain consistency) a family from that database has found out of the total in a superset, averaged over all supersets having at least one family from that database. In the example of Figure 4 , database A has a breadth of (5/8 + 4/6)/2 = 0.65. Database B, which has a conflicting member (P2) in superset 2 that we ignore for this procedure, has a breadth of (2/8 + 2/6)/2 = 0.29. Similarly, databases C and D have breadth values of 0.56 and 0.50, respectively.
Comprehensiveness. The degree to which a family database covers all possible supersets also varies. Automated databases tend to classify more of protein sequence space than their curated counterparts. We define the comprehensiveness of a family database as the fraction of all supersets to which at least one family from that database has been assigned. In the example, all of the databases have a comprehensiveness of 1 except D which only has a family in half of the supersets.
Connectivity.
The families within a superset may be loosely tied together, with very few connections (i.e. correspondences) to other related families, or they may be tightly connected. We define two measures of connectivity within supersets. The first is an overall connectivity measure (derived per superset). It is defined as the number of family correspondences in a superset, N c (ss I d), divided by the number of possible correspondences, k(ss I d):
and
where N f (ss I d) is the number of families in the superset identified by ss I d. In the example, k(1) = 6 since N f (1) = 4, and k(2) = 3. The connectivities of the two supersets in the example are thus, respectively, 5/6 and 1.
In an analogous fashion, connectivity is defined for a family database as the sum of the correspondences involving families of that database divided by the sum of the number of possible correspondences involving those families Family connectedness. An alternative connectedness measure may also be defined, which describes the degree to which a family is connected to the rest of the superset. We may want to discriminate between a situation where missing connections are distributed evenly throughout the superset, and a case where one or two families are poorly connected to an otherwise well-connected cluster. We consider a family to be 'well-connected' to the others if it exceeds a certain threshold in the percentage of families it connects to. A threshold of 70% was chosen from visual inspection. We can then define a measure of family connectedness for the whole superset as the fraction of families of a superset that are 'well-connected'. Analogously, the connectedness for a family database would be the fraction of families in a family database that are 'well-connected'. In the example, the connectedness of the two supersets are 0.5 (2/4) and 1 (3/3); the connectedness of databases A, B, C, and D are 1 (2/2), 0.5 (1/2), 1 (2/2), and 0 (0/1), respectively.
Note that both our measures of overall connectivity, from the previous section, and connectedness are conservatively biased, since some supersets contain multiple families from the same database, and those connections are not calculated. Thus, on occasion, the numbers reported are slightly lower than would be calculated from more complex formulae. Domain consistency. Some domain (or sequence) members of a superset clearly don't belong there. The majority of these cases fall into two categories: (1) often a poorly linked family has brought them in; or (2) MetaFam's relaxation of transitive closure for sequence-classifiers has incorrectly split up a superset. For any member of a superset, we wish to quantify the degree to which it belongs to that superset. For this assessment measure, we wish to minimize the effects of item 2 above.
To accomplish these goals, the following scoring scheme is used: for every curated family in the superset that has placed this member there, a score of 1 is applied to this domain (or sequence) in the superset. A score of 0.5 is given for each automated family that has placed it there. Similarly, negative scores are assigned when the member has been placed outside the superset. Recall from earlier (Section Creation of MetaFam supersets) that one family from a database that classifies only sequences may appear in multiple supersets. Thus, analogous negative scores are applied (i.e. −1 and −0.5 for families from curated and automated databases, respectively) only to each different (i.e. non-duplicate) family that has placed this domain in a different superset. In doing so, we avoid imposing penalties that result from MetaFam's clustering procedure on sequence classifiers.
The net score applied to a chosen domain in a given superset is hence the sum of all of these 'in' and 'out' scores. In our example, if only database B is automated (with the rest curated), the member P2 has a net score of 1.5 (1 + 1 − 0.5) in superset 1, and a net score of −1.5 in superset 2 (0.5 − 1 − 1). Highly positive net scores indicate a domain that is extremely well categorized. Highly negative scores suggest a domain is incorrectly placed (either a false assignment of one of the family databases, or an effect of poor clustering by MetaFam). The 'in' and 'out' components of scores with small magnitudes must be investigated to determine whether (1) few databases attempted to classify the domain-as indicated by small in-scores, and near-zero out-scores, or (2) large cancellations in these components are apparent, indicating that two supersets should be united or that a reference domain is present in two logically-distinct domain families, and should be divided.
One can extend these individual domain scores to provide a discriminating measure between 'good' and 'bad' supersets. Summing all of the net scores of each domain member (and normalizing by the number of domains in the superset) yields an average domain score for the superset. The average domain scores of the two supersets in our example are 1.8 ([2 + 1.5 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 3 + 2.5 + 2.5]/8) and 0.93 ([−1.5 + 1 + 1 + 2.5 + 1 + 1 + 1.5]/7). Large positive values are highly indicative of 'good' supersets, while very negative ones identify problematic ones.
Additionally, we define a domain consistency measure as the fraction of domains that have a non-negative score. This fraction may be counted over all the members of a superset to describe the quality of the superset, or over all the members of a family database, facilitating comparison among the databases.
Family consistency. Pairwise correspondences between families of one database and another within the same superset are of variable quality. Sometimes, the two families have considerable intersection in their members; sometimes the membership intersection between these families is quite poor. We consider one of these correspondences to be 'well-matched' if it exceeds a certain threshold in its percentage intersection. We have used 70% for this consistency-cutoff. We can then define a measure of family consistency for the whole superset as the fraction of correspondences between families of a superset that are 'well-matched'. In the example, the two supersets have family consistencies of 0.8 (4/5), and 0.67 (2/3) respectively.
Domain and family counts. The total number of families, and separately domains, are both useful criteria for characterizing a superset. The total number of curated versus automated families in a superset is also a valuable measure. A curator may be interested in very small or very large supersets. Alternatively, one may want to screen out the large number of supersets with only a single member. Anomalously large family counts in a superset may indicate that it should be split up into sub-clusters, and could be targeted for improvements to MetaFam's clustering procedure.
RESULTS
An immense amount of data is produced for each collection of supersets. Consequently, we can only present here statistical summaries and a few examples that illustrate the value that MetaFam adds over its constituent family databases. Detailed distributions are available at http: //metafam.ahc.umn.edu/mf2.0/stats.html.
General statistics on MetaFam and constituent family databases
We have used the assessment measures from earlier (Section Assessing the quality of individual supersets) to characterize the supersets in MetaFam release 2.0. Table 1 shows the number of supersets that satisfy each constraint, both individually, and in combination. The last column displays the number of MetaFam supersets (2793) that have a reasonable size, and are highly consistent and connected. Thus, nearly a quarter of all non-trivial supersets are of extremely consistent nature. We refer to these as 'good' supersets. Other noteworthy groups identified in the table, and referred to in subsequent text and figures are 'Non-trivial' (having more than one domain member, and more than two families) and 'above-average' supersets (non-trivial supersets with nonnegative average domain scores and connectivity and consistency values greater than 0.5). The numbers in Table 1 have been obtained from straight-forward queries to our database. With these and other queries described in the accompanying paper (Shoop et al., 2001 ), a curator could quickly identify families that are poorly characterized, and need further study. We have compiled statistics grouped by family database in Figure 5 . These include family breadth, comprehensiveness, family connectivity, domain consistency, family consistency, and the average number of members per family. Additionally, domain comparisons among the databases are made in Figure 6 . Note, domain boundary comparisons are made relative to Pfam (widely-acknowledged to accurately delineate full domains; Hofmann, 1998; Elofsson and Sonnhammer, 1999) within a reference domain region. Full distributions appear on the supplementary web page provided in the Abstract.
From the data in Figure 5 , particularly the connectivity and consistency measures, all of the family databases are remarkably consistent in their decompositions, with SYSTERS being the notable exception. This is not surprising, since SYSTERS does not first break sequences into domains, as nearly all of the others do. In a sense, PROTOMAP and PIRs superfamily classifications compare remarkably well to the others, despite not considering domains. Pfam seems to have the best combination of breadth, connectivity, and consistency. Figure 6 shows that SBASE and Pfam most closely resemble each other in their domain delineation. This is evidenced in all measures we have investigated (i.e. domain counts per sequence and reference domain, ovl, and cov values). PIR-Ds domain definitions are also very consistent for all measures. Although PRINTS and Blocks do not attempt to identify domain boundaries, their motif groups have good coverage with Pfam domains (see Figure 6b ). Two automated databases do make an attempt to identify domain boundaries: ProDom and DOMO. Both domain count measures indicate that ProDom tends to subdivide sequences into small pieces. Interestingly, although DOMO tends to find more domains per sequence than most, the size of those domains are more in line with the consensus of the curated databases (as evidenced by the domain counts per reference domain, and the overlap and max-coverage measures). Overall agreement among the well-curated family databases for domain boundaries appear to be very good.
Examples of MetaFam's utility
An aid to functional assignment. We expect MetaFam to be useful, in conjunction with other tools, to researchers in the laboratory who are trying to annotate unassigned sequences. For example, using BLASTX (Altschul et al., 1997) , a contig of ESTs had several hits to our nonredundant peptides dataset. A few of the top hits had expect values better than 10 −29 , and percent identities better than 40%. However, none of them had a useful description (see Figure 7) . In MetaFam 2.0, many of these hits were classified in the same superset with description 'Class II Aldolase and Adducin N -terminal domain'. (None were classified elsewhere.) Further, some of these hits were classified by two or more families in the superset. When MetaFam 2.1 was released several months later, none of the descriptions in the BLAST report had improved. However, now even more family databases had Comparison of protein family databases using numerous quantitative measures described in the text. As the key indicates, average values are computed separately over all supersets, non-trivial supersets, and 'good' supersets (see Table 1 ). For each measure, the family databases are sorted in ascending values for non-trivial supersets. (a) Breadth, (b) comprehensiveness, (c) connectivity, (d) domain consistency, (e) family consistency, and (f) average family size.
placed the hits into the same superset. In this version, three of the hits were placed in the superset by four or more databases.
Highly-inclusive supersets. Among the 'good' (i.e. highly-consistent, connected and non-trivial) supersets, the families that make up a superset are in excellent agreement by definition. Yet, for many members of each of these supersets, only one or a small number of included families have classified that member. For example, for the enolase enzyme family, MetaFam classifies 132 members; the largest family in that superset, Pfam PF00113, only has 96 (72%). This is possible because, among the fami- Small well-connected supersets. One can find many instances where only a small subset of the family databases are represented in a superset; yet the superset is highly connected and self-consistent. The '3-hydroxyisobutyrate dehydrogenase' superset is one such group. PIR-S SA2996, DOMO DM03208, Blocks+ BL00895, PROSITE PS00895, ProDom PD005401, and SYSTERS O234 are all fully connected with near-perfect membership intersection.
Descriptions for unnamed families. Nearly every superset has an example in which an anonymous automated family database can now be assigned a description. SYSTERS and PROTOMAP do not provide descriptions. DOMO has descriptions for a subset of its families. ProDom strings together commonly-found keywords among the members of each family, making it's descriptions lengthy, confusing, and sometimes misleading. These families can now inherit the more reliable descriptions of the superset in which they are found.
Complementarity of MetaFam to
InterPro. Four of the family databases included in this study are included in a combined source, InterPro . InterPro pools together the resources of Pfam, PRINTS, PROSITE, and most recently, ProDom. Large numbers of curated families will be missed by this effort. PIR estimates that more than 500 families they have carefully collected are not included among these sources (Srinivasarao et al., 1999b 
CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated MetaFam supersets to be a powerful curational tool for analyzing the interrelationships among a diverse set of protein family classifications. The set of family supersets which we have collected are the most comprehensive collections currently available. The comparison procedure used to create these sets is fast, automated, and can be readily updated with each new release of new public family classifications. Since the data is stored in relational format, and we have defined numerous quantitative measures to characterize our supersets, we are able to perform complex queries to meet many objectives. For example, a simple query that yielded all supersets that have a family from DOMO, but no corresponding Pfam family is being used by the curators of Pfam to obtain the seeds for new HMMs. Similarly, we can generate lists of good clusters that have several domains (i.e. three or more), yet contain no curated databases (there are 345 of these in MetaFam 2.0). We are currently exploring multiple sequence alignments for each superset, either by combining existing alignments into a composite (Bucka-Lassen et al., 1999) , or by automatic construction of new ones (Thompson et al., 1994) . The quality of some of these alignments (and those provided by the original databases) could be determined by comparison to the structurally-derived alignments in the HOMSTRAD database (Mizuguchi et al., 1998) . Another link between sequence and structure could be made by including structure-based classifications (Hubbard et al., 1999; Orengo et al., 1999; Holm and Sander, 1999; Sowdhamini et al., 1996) in MetaFam. This would offer a richer context to compare sequence and structural classifications than currently exists (Elofsson and Sonnhammer, 1999; Holm and Sander, 1999) .
